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After experiencing two battles in one day, Hunter (Hamid)’s heart from the beginning of tension and
anxiety gradually turned into the current excitement and excitement.

In addition, there is also a kind of open-mindedness and joy after being completely spared.

He knew very well in his heart that he had killed 20 to 30 million Dragon Palace mercenaries twice, and
he had completely forged with Wanlong Palace.

Now that this is the end of the matter, it is better to walk all the way to the dark.

So Hunter (Hamid) asked the adjutant with a grim expression: “Has the battlefield been cleaned?”

“It’s almost done.” The adjutant said: “We have basically cleaned all the weapons and equipment that
can be used.”

“Okay!” Hunter (Hamid) said with a gloomy expression: “Put all these incendiary grenades together
and put them in a bunker away from the personnel alone. These weapons must not be carried with you
as a last resort, let alone any other bunker. , The offender is confined for thirty days!”

The adjutant said immediately: “Good commander, I’ll order to go down.”

Hunter (Hamid) nodded, then picked up the incendiary grenade, and stretched out his hand to directly
pull the tab open.

The adjutant was taken aback by his actions.

Just about to speak, Hunter (Hamid) had dropped the incendiary grenades on the pile of corpses.

With a bang, the dark grenade exploded a strong flame, which attached to the corpse and burned
quickly, and the temperature was extremely high.

What shocked all the soldiers was that the flames exploded by this kind of grenade seemed to have
some magical power. As long as a little bit was attached to the corpse, it could continue to burn until
the corpse was burned into black charcoal.

Many soldiers had never seen this kind of scene, and asked one after another: “This…what kind of evil
weapon is this?”

Hunter (Hamid) said with a dark face, and said coldly: “This is a burning grenade. It contains napalm,
white phosphorus and various jelly substances. As long as it sticks to the body, it will continue to burn.
It will not be destroyed by water. Endlessly…”

Immediately afterwards, Hunter (Hamid) said with a gloomy expression: “Adjutant! Throw a few more
incendiary grenades over to make the fire bigger, then take the video and send it to everyone
tomorrow! I want the Wanlong Temple to watch them with his own eyes. How did the soldiers burn to
ashes by their evil weapons! If they dare to invade me, they will end up in the same way!”



“Yes!” The adjutant saluted excitedly, and immediately ordered his subordinates to throw a few
incendiary grenades over.

Afterwards, he took out a cell phone and took all the pictures in it.

After the video was filmed, the adjutant looked at Hunter (Hamid) and complimented: “Commander,
this time your wise martial arts will definitely be recorded in the annals of history! I believe that
tomorrow morning, all the brothers camp will learn about your brilliant achievements. After that, I will
worship you!”

Hunter (Hamid) couldn’t help but sighed: “I’m a damn wise man! I know what level I am, I know too well
in my heart, I am still alive now, I have lost my brother !”

“If he hadn’t made suggestions, you would have been wiped out by the other side with me!”

“Or, we have been burned to death in the fortifications we personally excavated with this kind of
incendiary grenades long ago!”

Speaking of this, Hunter (Hamid) hurriedly said: “You hurry up and clean the battlefield, and then go
back to your respective fortifications to continue the police circle. I want to call Brother Charlie! Tell
him the good news!”
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